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Researh on the theory of nonmonotoni reasoning has given us several important formalisms and many valuable

ideas on the methodology of their use. Muh work has been done on the investigation of the possibilities and

limitations of di�erent approahes. An important role in this work belongs to some \benhmark" examples of

nonmonotoni ommonsense reasoning. This paper ontains a long list of problems of this kind. Hopefully, the

evaluation of future progress an be failitated with a list like this available for referene.

The desription of eah problem onsists of a list of assumptions, followed by one or more onlusions. The goal

is to represent eah of the assumptions and onlusions by an expression in a formal language with a delarative

semantis, and to verify that eah onlusion is indeed a onsequene of the assumptions. (In most ases, there

is a general onsensus in the nonmonotoni ommunity about the validity of the patterns of reasoning exempli�ed

in these problems, but there are exeptions.) Besides the assumptions expliitly inluded in the statement of the

problem, some other ommonsense fats, \impliit assumptions," may have to be used. A disussion of the \rules of

the game" aepted in the theory of nonmonotoni reasoning an be found in Setion 1.3.1 of (Ginsberg 1987).

It should be emphasized that the problems illustrate oneptual, rather than omputational diÆulties. In eah

example, the hallenge is to formalize it|not implement it on the omputer.

John MCarthy reommends that the following goals be kept in mind when nonmonotoni systems are used for

formalizing ommonsense reasoning (personal ommuniation, June 1988):

Generality. The formal expression of general fats should be suitable for inlusion in a general ommonsense

database. They should not be ad ho to the partiular example.

Elaboration tolerane. When additional fats are added that shouldn't a�et the onlusion, then the onlusion

should not be a�eted. Ideally, the length of the reasoning proess shouldn't grow muh.

Loality of reasoning. As muh of the reasoning as possible should involve small numbers of fats, even though

in general nonmonotoni reasoning requires taking into aount the whole set of fats.

The list of problems is followed by an appendix, ontaining several solutions to the �rst problem on the list.

Some solutions use the same nonmonotoni system, but in di�erent ways. We haven't tried to illustrate all important

formalisms desribed in the literature; the number of solutions ould be easily doubled. But even the solutions that

are inluded show the onsiderable variety of languages and methodologies available now. Why do we need so many

di�erent approahes? The main reason is that some approahes work better than others when applied to more

omplex problems. Ideally, we would like to have a single system of nonmonotoni reasoning that leads to orret

and onise solutions to all benhmark examples. But formalisms with limited possibilities an be valuable too, if

they are omputationally tratable or partiularly easy to use, and if their relation to more expressive systems is well

understood.

The notes at the end of the paper ontain brief omments on the partiular diÆulty emphasized in eah example,

and give seleted referenes to the literature.

To be useful, this list of benhmark problems should grow and hange, as researhers turn to more omplex

forms of ommonsense reasoning and to �ner distintions between possible meanings of informally stated examples.

Any omments, ritiisms and ontributions will be greatly appreiated.
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A. Default Reasoning

A1. Basi Default Reasoning.

Assumptions: Bloks A and B are heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

A is not on the table.

Conlusion: B is on the table.

A2. Default Reasoning with Irrelevant Information.

Assumptions: Bloks A and B are heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

A is not on the table.

B is red.

Conlusion: B is on the table.

A3. Default Reasoning with Several Defaults.

Assumptions: Bloks A and B are heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

Heavy bloks are normally red.

A is not on the table.

B is not red.

Conlusions: B is on the table.

A is red.

A4. Default Reasoning with a Disabled Default.

Assumptions: Bloks A and B are heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

A is possibly an exeption to this rule.

Conlusion: B is on the table.

A5. Default Reasoning in an Open Domain.

Assumptions: Blok A is heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

A is not on the table.

Conlusion: All heavy bloks other than A are on the table.
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A6. Reasoning about Unknown Exeptions I.

Assumptions: Bloks A, B and C are heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

At least one of A, B is not on the table.

Conlusions: C is on the table.

Exatly one of A, B is not on the table.

A7. Reasoning about Unknown Exeptions II.

Assumptions: Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

At least one heavy blok is not on the table.

Conlusion: Exatly one heavy blok is not on the table.

A8. Reasoning about Unknown Exeptions III.

Assumptions: Blok A is heavy.

Heavy bloks are normally loated on the table.

At least one heavy blok is not on the table.

Conlusion: A is on the table.

A9. Priorities between Defaults.

Assumptions: Jak asserts that blok A is on the table.

Mary asserts that blok A is not on the table.

When Jak asserts something, he is normally right.

When Mary asserts something, she is normally right.

Mary's evidene is more reliable that Jak's.

Conlusion: Blok A is not on the table.

A10. Priorities between Instanes of a Default.

Assumptions: Jak asserts that blok A is on the table.

Mary asserts that blok A is not on the table.

When people assert something, they are normally right.

Mary's evidene is more reliable that Jak's.

Conlusion: Blok A is not on the table.

A11. Reasoning about Priorities.

Assumptions: Jak asserts that blok A is on the table.

Mary asserts that blok A is not on the table.

When people assert something, they are normally right.

Conlusion: If Mary's evidene is more reliable that Jak's, then blok A is not on the table.
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B. Inheritane

B1. Linear Inheritane.

Assumptions: Animals normally do not y.

Birds are animals.

Birds normally y.

Ostrihes are birds.

Ostrihes normally do not y.

Conlusions: Animals other than birds do not y.

Birds other than ostrihes y.

Ostrihes do not y.

B2. Tree-Strutured Inheritane.

Assumptions: Animals normally do not y.

Birds are animals.

Birds normally y.

Bats are animals.

Bats normally y.

Ostrihes are birds.

Ostrihes normally do not y.

Conlusions: Animals other than birds and bats do not y.

Birds other than ostrihes y.

Bats y.

Ostrihes do not y.

B3. One-Step Multiple Inheritane.

Assumptions: Quakers are normally pai�sts.

Republians are normally not pai�sts.

Conlusions: Quakers who are not Republians are pai�sts.

Republians who are not Quakers are not pai�sts.

B4. Multiple Inheritane.

Assumptions: Quakers are normally pai�sts.

Republians are normally hawks.

Pai�sts are normally politially ative.

Hawks are normally politially ative.

Pai�sts are not hawks.

Conlusions: Quakers who are not Republians are pai�sts.

Republians who are not Quakers are hawks.

Quakers, Republians, pai�sts and hawks are politially ative.
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C. Uniqueness of Names

C1. Unique Names Hypothesis for Objets.

Assumptions: Di�erent names normally denote di�erent objets.

The names \Ray" and \Reiter" denote the same person.

The names \Drew" and \MDermott" denote the same person.

Conlusion: The names \Ray" and \Drew" denote di�erent people.

C2. Unique Names Hypothesis for Funtions.

Assumptions: Di�erent people normally have di�erent fathers.

Joseph and Benjamin have the same father.

Gaius and Tiberius have the same father.

Conlusion: Joseph and Gaius have di�erent fathers.

D. Reasoning about Ation

D1. Frame Problem for Temporal Projetion.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

Any time the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be in the hand.

If a blok is in the hand, then, after the robot moves it onto the table, the blok will be on the table.

Initially blok A is not in the hand.

Initially blok A is not on the table.

Conlusion: After the robot grasps blok A, waits, and then moves it onto the table, the blok will be on the

table.

D2. Temporal Projetion.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be normally in the hand.

When the robot moves a blok onto the table, the blok will be normally on the table.

Moving a blok that is not in the hand is an exeption to this rule.

Initially blok A is not in the hand.

Initially blok A is not on the table.

Conlusion: After the robot grasps blok A, waits, and then moves it onto the table, the blok will be on the

table.

D3. Temporal Projetion with Rami�ations.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

A blok is on the table if and only if it is not on the oor.

When the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be normally in the hand.

When the robot moves a blok onto the table, the blok will be normally on the table.

Moving a blok that is not in the hand is an exeption to this rule.

Initially blok A is not in the hand.

Initially blok A is on the oor.
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Conlusion: After the robot grasps blok A, waits, and then moves it onto the table, the blok will not be on

the oor.

D4. Temporal Explanation with Unknown Initial Conditions.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be normally in the hand.

When the robot moves a blok onto the table, the blok will be normally on the table.

Moving a blok that is not in the hand is an exeption to this rule.

Initially blok A was not on the table.

After the robot moved A onto the table and then waited, A was on the table.

Conlusion: Initially A was in the hand.

D5. Temporal Explanation with Unknown Ations.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be normally in the hand.

When the robot moves a blok onto the table, the blok will be normally on the table.

Moving a blok that is not in the hand is an exeption to this rule.

Initially blok A was not on the table.

Initially blok A was not in the hand.

After the robot grasped some blok and then moved some blok onto the table, A was on the table.

Conlusions: The blok that was grasped was A.

The blok that was moved onto the table was A.

D6. Temporal Explanation with Ations of Unknown Kinds.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot grasps a blok, the blok will be normally in the hand.

When the robot moves a blok onto the table, the blok will be normally on the table.

Moving a blok that is not in the hand is an exeption to this rule.

Initially blok A was not on the table.

Initially blok A was not in the hand.

After the robot performed two ations, A was on the table.

Conlusions: The �rst of the two ations was grasping A.

The seond of the two ations was moving A onto the table.

D7. Reasoning about the Unknown Order of Ations.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When a person aepts a job o�er from some employer, he will be employed by that employer.

If Bill is o�ered a job at Berkeley or at Stanford when he is unemployed, he will aept it.

Bill is urrently unemployed.

Conlusion: After Bill is o�ered jobs at Berkeley and Stanford at two di�erent instants of time, he will be

employed either by Berkeley or by Stanford.
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D8. Reasoning about Unexpeted Change.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot moves a blok to another loation, the blok will be normally at that loation.

After the robot moved a blok to Loation 1 and then to Loation 2, the blok hanged its olor.

Conlusion: The blok hanged its olor only one, either after the �rst move, or after the seond.

D9. Reasoning about the Unexpeted Absene of Change.

Assumptions: When the robot moves a blok to another loation, the blok will be normally at that loation.

After the robot moved blok A onto the table, and then moved blok B onto the table, at most one

of the bloks A, B was on the table.

Conlusion: After the two ations were performed, exatly one of the bloks A, B was on the table.

D10. Counterfatual Reasoning about Unexpeted Change.

Assumptions: After an ation is performed, things normally remain as they were.

When the robot moves a blok to another loation, the blok will be normally at that loation.

After the robot moved blok A to Loation 1, blok B hanged its olor.

Conlusion: Blok B would have hanged its olor if the robot had moved A to Loation 2.

D11. Reasoning about Conurrent Ations.

Assumptions: When two ations are performed onurrently, their e�ets are normally ombined.

After a blok is moved to another loation, it is normally at that loation.

Conlusion: After blok A is moved to Loation 1, and blok B is onurrently moved to Loation 2, A will be

at Loation 1 and B will be at Loation 2.

E. Autoepistemi Reasoning

E1. Basi Autoepistemi Reasoning.

Assumption: Blok A is on the table.

Conlusion: It is not known whether B is on the table.

E2. Autoepistemi Reasoning with Inomplete Information.

Assumption: At least one of the bloks A, B is on the table.

Conlusions: It is not known whether A is on the table.

It is not known whether B is on the table.

E3. Autoepistemi Reasoning in an Open Domain.

Assumption: Blok A is on the table.

Conlusion: About any blok other than A it is not known whether it is on the table.
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E4. Autoepistemi Default Reasoning.

Assumptions: Bloks that are not known to be heavy are on the table.

Blok A is heavy.

Conlusion: Blok B is on the table.

Appendix. Seventeen Solutions to Problem A1

The �rst four solutions are based on default logi (Reiter 1980).

Solution 1. The default theory with the axioms

heavy A; heavy B; (1)

:ontable A (2)

and the default

heavy x : M ontable x

ontable x

: (3)

Instead of (3), a default without a prerequisite an be used:

Solution 2. The default theory with axioms (1) and (2), and with the default

: M heavy x � ontable x

heavy x � ontable x

: (4)

The di�erene between these two methods is disussed in (Imielinski 1987), Setion 3.2.

Default logi an be also used in ombination with abnormality prediates proposed in (MCarthy 1986):

Solution 3. The default theory with axioms (1), (2) and

heavy x ^ :ab x � ontable x; (5)

and with the default

: M :ab x

:ab x

: (6)

There is also a quite di�erent approah, based on nonnormal defaults:

Solution 4. The default theory with axioms (1), (2) and

ab A; (7)

and with the default

heavy x : M :ab x

ontable x

: (8)

The usefulness of nonnormal defaults for some appliations was noted by Morris (1987).

Next we will onsider some ounterparts of Solutions 3 and 4 in autoepistemi logi (Moore 1985). Sine Moore's

system is propositional, all formulas with variables have to be replaed by their ground instanes. For instane, (5)

beomes

heavy � ^ :ab � � ontable � (� 2 fA;Bg): (9)

Solution 5. The autoepistemi theory with axioms (1), (2), (9) and

ab � � L ab � (� 2 fA;Bg): (10)
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Solution 6. The autoepistemi theory with axioms (1), (2), (7) and

heavy � ^ :L ab � � ontable � (� 2 fA;Bg): (11)

The method used in the last solution was proposed by Gelfond (1988).

Konolige (1987) proposed a general method for translating default theories into autoepistemi theories. For

instane, when applied to Solution 4, this transformation gives the following modi�ation of Solution 6:

Solution 7. The autoepistemi theory with axioms (1), (2), (7) and

L heavy � ^ :L ab � � ontable � (� 2 fA;Bg):

(Generally, Konolige's translation requires that quanti�ers be added to autoepistemi logi, but in this ase

quanti�ers are not needed.)

In Solutions 4, 6 and 7 the \anellation of inheritane" axiom (7) is neessary in order to ensure the existene of

a stable expansion|the diÆulty that plagues the formalizations based on nonnormal defaults and on orresponding

autoepistemi theories. This is disussed by Morris (1988), who proposed \stable losures" as an alternative to stable

expansions as the basi onept of autoepistemi logi. The use of stable losures allows us to do without axiom (7),

and we an simplify Solution 6 as follows:

Solution 8. The autoepistemi theory with axioms (1), (2) and (11).

The next solution is based on irumsription (MCarthy 1986). Here we need the \uniqueness of names" axiom

A 6= B: (12)

Without it, we would be able to prove 8x(x 6= A � ontable x), but not ontable B.

Solution 9. The irumsriptive theory with axioms (1), (2), (5) and (12), with the prediate ab irumsribed,

and with the prediate ontable varied.

In (Lifshitz 1988), a modi�ation of irumsription is proposed that desribes axiomatially whih prediates

are irumsribed or varied. Here is a solution based on that formalism:

Solution 10. The irumsriptive theory with axioms (1), (2), (5), (12) and

V [ab : ab; ontable℄:

The losed-world assumption (Reiter 1978), whih models nonmonotoniity in dedutive databases, seems to

be too speial even for our very �rst problem A1. But we an use the generalization of this onept proposed in

(Genesereth and Nilsson 1987), Setion 6.1|the losed-world assumption with respet to a prediate:

Solution 11. The theory with axioms (1), (2) and (5), and with the losed-world assumption applied to ab.

The prediate ompletion method (Clark 1978) requires that eah given fat be represented by a lause with a

distinguished positive literal; the relation of this literal is the relation that the lause is \about." Prediate ompletion

an be viewed as a delarative semantis for logi programs with negation. In logi programming, axioms are alled

\rules," and eah axiom ontaining more than one literal is written as the onditional whose onsequent (\head")

is its distinguished positive literal. For instane, the syntati form of (5) shows that it is viewed as a fat about

ontable.

Solution 12. The ompletion of the logi program (1), (5), (7).

Many other delarative approahes to the semantis of programs with negation an be used in this example

instead of prediate ompletion. The important \iterated �xed point" semantis (Apt et al. 1988) is appliable only

to the sublass of \strati�ed" programs, and the program in question is indeed strati�ed:

Solution 13. The strati�ed logi program with rules (1), (5) and (7).
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Instead of logi programming languages, some frame languages an be used. The following de�nitions are written

in the frame language from (Brewka 1987):

Solution 14. The de�nitions

(de�rame Heavyblok (slots (Ontable True))),

(de�nstane A of Heavyblok with Ontable=False),

(de�nstane B of Heavyblok).

The next solution uses the assumption-based truth maintenane system from (de Kleer 1986). A delarative

semantis for ATMSs is given in (Reiter and de Kleer 1987).

Solution 15. Fats (1) and (2), and the assumptions

heavy � � ontable � (� 2 fA;Bg):

A solution based on the language THEORIST (Poole 1988):

Solution 16. The THEORIST program

default heavy-bloks-are-on-table(X) : ontable(X) heavy(X).

fat heavy(a).

fat heavy(b).

fat :ontable(a).

The last solution uses the multivalued logi approah (Ginsberg 1988).

Solution 17. The truth funtion assigning t to (1) and (2) and dt to

heavy x � ontable x

for all x.

Notes

Re A2. In omparison with A1, we have one additional assumption, and the onlusion remains the same.

Nonmonotoniity means that an additional assumption may destroy a onlusion; but this shouldn't happens too

easily, or else the formalism will be unusable.

Re A3. This example illustrates that there may be di�erent \kinds" of abnormality, so that it would be a

mistake, for instane, to express the assumptions about the typial loation and olor of a heavy blok by (5) and

heavy x ^ :ab x � red x:

We have to use \aspets," as proposed in (MCarthy 1986), or we an introdue two di�erent abnormality prediates.

Re A4. Instead of assuming that A is on the table, as in A1, we want to make it impossible to determine where

A is loated. This di�erene an be expressed, for instane, by substituting (7) for (2) in Solution 3 or Solution 9.

Re A5. Emphasis here is on getting a universally quanti�ed onlusion

8x(heavy x ^ x 6= A � ontable x);

and not merely

heavy � � ontable � (� 6= A):

The di�erene is essential in the absene of a \domain losure assumption" like

8x(blok x � x = A _ x = B _ x = C)
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(expressing that a omplete list of bloks is available). This example presents a problem for \propositional" ap-

proahes, and also for Reiter's logi of defaults (beause it treats an open default as the set of its losed instanes;

ompare (MCarthy 1980), Remark 2). We should add that some researhers do not aept this form of reasoning

as valid: If there is one exeption to a default, then perhaps we an expet more (Matthew Ginsberg, personal

ommuniation, June 1988). This leads to the problem of formalizing \normally" in suh a way that the onlusion

of A1 would follow, but the onlusion of A5 wouldn't.

Re A6. Formalizations based on the losed-world assumption, similar to Solution 10 above, an beome inon-

sistent in the presene of \disjuntive information" of this sort (Reiter 1978). This has led to various extensions of

the original losed world assumption; for referenes, see (Ross and Topor 1987), Setion 3.5. Of interest may be

also a weaker interpretation of \normally," whih permits inferring the �rst onlusion, but not the seond; ompare

(Reiter 1984) and (Ross and Topor 1987).

Re A7. As in A5, it is essential here that quanti�ers are needed for expressing the onlusion.

Re A8. Perlis (1986) pointed out that this is a diÆult question. Even if we established, as in A7, that there is

only one exeption, how do we know that it is not A?

Re A9. This is not really \reasoning about belief"; the third and fourth assumptions an be expressed by

something like

ontable-aording-to-Jak x ^ :ab1 x � ontable x

and

ontable-aording-to-Mary x ^ :ab2 x � ontable x:

Then the last assumption an be expressed by using prioritized irumsription (MCarthy 1986), (Lifshitz 1985).

But this is perhaps not quite \delarative," and for this reason we may prefer an approah along the lines of Solution

10 (see (Lifshitz 1988), Setion 12).

Re A10. This di�ers from A9 in that people should be \rei�ed", and the axioms given in the previous note

should be replaed by a single axiom like

ontable-aording-to(x; y) ^ :ab(x; y) � ontable x:

Then prioritized irumsription as de�ned in (Lifshitz 1985) won't be suÆient. See (Lifshitz 1988), Setion 19.

Re A11. In this example, the importane of expressing priorities delaratively is espeially evident. See (Lifshitz

1988), Setion 19.

Re B1 and B2. See (Etherington and Reiter 1983); (MCarthy 1986), Setions 5 and 12. Most papers that

study the semantis of inheritane hierarhies without relating them to general theories of nonmonotoni reasoning

do not allow mixing strit inheritane (\birds are animals") and defeasible inheritane (\birds normally y"), and

onsequently annot handle these \heterogeneous" examples. (Horty and Thomason 1988) is an exeption.

Re B3. This is the famous \Nixon diamond" (due to Raymond Reiter)|without Nixon. See (MCarthy 1986),

Setion 7.

Re B4. This enhanement of the Nixon diamond is due to Matthew Ginsberg.

Re C1 and C2. Although the unique names assumption is essentially the losed-world assumption applied to

equality, its formalization is a diÆult problem. See (Etherington et al. 1985), Setion 5, and (MCarthy 1986),

Setion 6.

Re D1. This is a nonviolent version of the \Yale shooting problem" (Hanks and MDermott 1986). It an

be assumed for simpliity that A is the only available blok, so that the ations performed by the robot an be

represented simply by onstants grasp, wait and move. Referenes to the extensive literature on this problem, with

a ritial disussion of the proposed solutions, an be found in (Hanks and MDermott 1987); see also (Morris 1987)

and (Gelfond 1988).

Re D2. This enhanement of the previous example inludes the \quali�ation problem," that motivated some of

the early work on formal nonmonotoni reasoning (MCarthy 1980). The method of (Lifshitz 1987) addresses both

the frame problem and the quali�ation problem.
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Re D3. The assumption that desribes the e�et of moving a blok onto the table is expressed in terms of one

of two interrelated properies|being on the table and being on the oor. The fat that the other property is a�eted

too is a \rami�ation" of this assumption. This is a simple example of the important and diÆult \rami�ation

problem," pointed out to me by Matthew Ginsberg.

Re D4, D5 and D6. Temporal projetion is the simplest form of reasoning about ation, important in view of

its onnetion with planning; reasoning about the past, or \temporal explanation," is another possibility.

Re D7. Problems like this are sometimes said to involve \partially ordered events"; but what is partial here is,

stritly speaking, the available information about the temporal order of events. This partiular example is a produt

of my onversation with Murray Shanahan in August of 1988.

Re D8 and D9. See (Morgenstern and Stein 1988), (Lifshitz and Rabinov 1988).

Re D10. This is based on some examples of Matthew Ginsberg.

Re D11. This is based on examples of John MCarthy and Mihael Gelfond. The �rst assumption is stated as a

default, beause there an be exeptions|for instane, trying to move the same objet to two di�erent plaes at the

same time. At present, there seems to be no published ompletely formal work on nonmonotoni reasoning about

onurrent ations.

Re E1 and E2. Aording to (Moore 1985), examples like these are quite di�erent from the examples given

before, in that nonmonotoniity stems here from a di�erent soure; these are examples of \autoepistemi," rather

than \default" reasoning. Indeed, the word \known" is responsible for nonmonotoniity here, and not \normally,"

as before. But it is not lear how essential this distintion is. Some approahes to formalizing default reasoning use

an \autoepistemi interpretation" of defaults; see Solutions 5{8 above. Moreover, some formal systems of default

logi and autoepistemi logi turned out to be isomorphi (Konolige 1987).

Re E3. This requires prediate autoepistemi logi; see (Levesque 1988).

Re E4. This puzzling hybrid is suggested by a problem due to David Poole (personal ommuniation, Otober

1987).
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